
Showroom Flooring Systems

Clix is a high quality click-on module system for showroom floors. The 

modules are rapidly assembled and can be used over and over again.The 

Clix system can cover the entire floor area of a showroom or exhibition 

stand, or can be used to high-light certain products. The slim-line profile 

(only 8 mm) is extremely durable. It keeps the exhibition area fresh and 

tidy longer than conventional flooring systems and requires less cleaning.

EcoClix are made of 100% recycled materials and 

therefore offer excellent ecological value. 

ColorClix form a vivid and attractive floor. Make  

mosaics, squares or  figures. Giving you more freedom 

to bring out the company profile in colours.

lines,

ErgoClix give tired feet a break. The softer Clix are ideal 

for places where your feet do most of the work. An 

excellent system to be placed behind counters or on the 

entire exhibition stand.

Color: dark grey/black

Color: blue, red, grey, black

Color: black
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One for every occasion

There is a smart way to fix every occasion with Clix. Choose EcoClix for 

ecological reasons, ColorClix to help your products get noticed and 

ErgoClix to find  that extra comfort for your feet.

Just ”clix” them together

You simply place the loop side under and ”clix” 

on the next. Reverse the action if you need to 

move the floor from event to event. 

The harder Color- and EcoClix can easily 

withstand heavy loads of e.g. a car or a fork lift.

Always fresh, less cost

No need for expensive tiles, grinding, polishing or 

special surface treatments that wear out - with Clix 

your floors always look fresh. A solution that only 

takes a quick vacuuming for it to look tidy. 

The Clix flooring is affordable and maintenence 

free. It is the smarter choice for any showroom.

Visit us for more info & prices

International + Finland: www.tetrix.fi | Sweden: www.tetrix.nu

Using Clix makes your company and 

products stand out the way YOU 

choose them to. Smart.

Vivid ColorClix ”synthetic rubber” modules
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